BLOCKMARKS   AND   BALKAN   MARKETS
Trade follows the flag? No, that one is old. The flag, the swastika
flag, follows trade. In Germany they have found an entirely new
system of doing business? a system which makes German foreign
trade the handmaiden of German foreign policy, trained to promote
its aim of expanding the German Empire. First make the small
states dependent on you for their livelihoods, and their political
dependence follows, stage by stage, as you tighten your hold.
He was a buyer and seller on a colossal scale, this Walther
Funk. He could buy up a whole harvest, a whole series of harvests,
and give you in exchange — cash? No. Squadrons of aeroplanes,
battalions of tanks, a factory, a strategic road. You always had
the uneasy feeling, at the back of your mind, that there was a catch
in this somewhere, that in the last analysis you were promoting
German interests more than your own, mortgaging your house to
your supplier. And you wiere right.
The magnitude of German aims, and the way in which political
policy, economic policy and strategic policy are all co-ordinated,
like the several parts of a gigantic but smoothly-running machine,
to serve this dominant purpose, is magnificent and terrifying. You
cannot understand it by taking up your newspaper at the breakfast
table and reading, one day, that Germany has pocketed more
territory, the next, that she has made a trade agreement with a
Balkan state, the next, that she is going to build a road through
one of these states. You have to study it as a whole, with a big
map before you, some understanding for military strategy, and
some information about German needs and trade. Then you
will gain a picture of men who are thinking in terms of continents
and who, by perfect planning and timing, are realizing their aims
with meticulous precision.
Take the military and strategic position of Germany first.
Eight years ago the outline of Germany was that of a ruined
fortress, with great breaches in the walls through which the enemy
could at any time give battle to the garrison. The largest breach
was in the west; a foreign army of occupation stood on German
soil in the Rhineland, where a part of German territory was by
treaty debarred from fortification. Another breach in the western
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